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ABSTRACT: There is a global effort to standardize clinical labora-
tory serum creatinine measurements to the reference method of
isotope-dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS). Creatinine values in
serum and urine are frequently used in children to calculate creatinine
clearance (mCrCl) or estimate glomerular filtration rate (GFR) by
Schwartz’s equation (eGFR). The original normative data of mCrCl
and eGFR were developed using Jaffe method. To investigate what
impact the differences in methodologies of creatinine analysis will
have on mCrCl and eGFR, we measured creatinine in random serum
and urine samples by three commercially available assays: Jaffe (J),
enzymatic (E) and enzymatic method traceable to IDMS (E-IDMS).
There was a significant bias in the two enzymatic methods when
compared with J method. The theoretical predicted errors in overes-
timating mCrCl ranged from 1.10 to 1.34 by E and 1.20 to 1.54 by
E-IDMS; and in calculating eGFR 1.07–1.16 by E and 1.30–1.46 by
E-IDMS, which was further confirmed in children who had formal
GFR evaluation. Thus, as the clinical laboratories calibrate their
creatinine assays to the gold standard IDMS method, it is important
for the pediatric nephrology community to develop new equations for
estimation of GFR based on the new creatinine assay. (Pediatr Res
65: 113–116, 2009)

Creatinine measurement in serum and urine has been used
for decades to evaluate renal function in both adults and

children. The gold standard isotope-dilution mass spectrome-
try (IDMS) method, for creatinine assay, is both expensive
and cumbersome for routine use (1). On the laboratory side of
patient care, the routine creatinine measurement in the past
was performed using Jaffe method, which was known to have
interference from chromogens (1,2). The creatinine assays
over the years have changed from the original Jaffe to kinetic
Jaffe and then to enzymatic methods (1,3). Currently, to
provide more accurate results and uniformity among labora-
tories, the assays are being recalibrated by manufacturers to
provide IDMS equivalent results for both kinetic Jaffe and
enzymatic methods. On the clinical side of patient care,
pediatricians have used the creatinine values to measure cre-
atinine clearance (mCrCl) and to estimate glomerular filtration
rate (eGFR). The mCrCl and eGFR values are commonly used
to modify drug dose based on renal function and to stratify
severity of chronic kidney disease (CKD) from CKD stages 1
to 5. Furthermore, the guidelines for standardizing care in

CKD, which have been developed by K-DOQI, are based on
stratification of CKD into these five stages (4).
GFR is often estimated by predictive equations developed

by multivariate regression analysis techniques using a definite
method for GFR determination such as inulin clearance or
iothalamate. The most commonly used equations are modifi-
cation of diet in renal disease (MDRD) for adults and
Schwartz’s formula for children (5–7). Originally, these equa-
tions were developed using the kinetic Jaffe method to deter-
mine serum and urine creatinine. In 2007, the College of
American Pathologists (CAP) survey of 5382 clinical labora-
tories showed that �80% of clinical laboratories are using
modified Jaffe’s and �20% enzymatic methods, respectively.
The National Disease Education Program is recommending
calibration of clinical laboratories creatinine assays to defin-
itive reference method of IDMS (8). On the basis of these
recommendations, the manufacturers for creatinine assays are
recalibrating their methods to be traceable to IDMS method
and currently �25% of laboratories have converted to an
assay using IDMS traceable methods (8,9). Thus, as the
clinical laboratories start to make this transition, we investi-
gated what impact the different creatinine assays being used in
clinical laboratories will have on mCrCl and eGFR using
Schwartz’s formula.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Creatinine in serum and urine was measured by the Jaffe’s kinetic alkaline
picrate method and by two enzymatic methods, both using Vitros chemistry
analyzer (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics, Rochester, NY). These two enzymatic
methods use the same principle for creatinine measurement, but the more
recent one was modified to be traceable to IDMS method. The three methods
have within-run and between-run imprecision of �5%. In the following text,
we abbreviate these creatinine methods as J (kinetic Jaffe’s), E (traditional
enzymatic), and E-IDMS (enzymatic method traceable to IDMS method).
Random serum and urine samples coming to the laboratory for routine
analysis were simultaneously analyzed by J, E, and E-IDMS creatinine assays
on the same sample. The percent bias, slope, and intercept in creatinine
measurement by E and E-IDMS from J were determined. The potential
theoretical overestimation in mCrCl and eGFR was calculated from the
observed bias in random serum and urine assays. The theoretical overestima-
tion in mCrCl was derived by taking the extremes for urine and serum. The
lower limit was calculated using the lower limit for urine divided by the upper
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limit for serum. The upper limit was calculated using the upper limit for urine
divided by the lower limit for serum. The magnitude of bias, and the slope and
intercept was calculated using regression analysis using SPSS 15.0. The study
was approved by institutional review board of Children’s Mercy Hospital,
University of Missouri at Kansas City.

In 18 children, nine of whom had mCrCl (group A) based on a timed urine
collection and simultaneous serum analysis, and the other nine GFR deter-
mination by 99mTc-diethylene triamine penta-acetic acid (DTPA) scan (group
B), the mCrCl and eGFR were established using the three assays. The
99mTc-diethylene triamine penta-acetic acid scan for GFR (DTPA-GFR) was
derived using the plasma disappearance curve after a single injection with 55
�Ci/kg (maximum 10 mCi) of 99mTc-DTPA and assessing radionuclide
activity at 90, 120, 150, and 180 min. The eGFR was calculated using
Schwartz formula: eGFR � (k � height)/(SCr) with age and gender appropriate
‘k’ value. The mCrCl was calculated using formula mCrCl � (UCr � V)/(PCr)
corrected for body surface area. The overestimation in mCrCl and eGFR by
E and E-IDMS compared with J was determined. The observed overestima-
tion in mCrCl and eGFR was compared with the predicted overestimation
calculated from random serum and urine samples.

RESULTS

Thirty-six random serum and 40 random urine samples
were analyzed. The samples covered the range of serum
creatinine from 0.2 to 5.0 mg/dL and urine creatinine from 3
to 273 mg/dL by Jaffe method. The serum creatinine value
showed a significant decline as the assay was changed from J
to E and then to E-IDMS. Mean � SD serum creatinine was
by J 1.16 � 0.83 mg/dL, by E 1.09 � 0.87 mg/dL (p � 0.001),
and by E-IDMS 0.94 � 0.85 mg/dL (p � 0.001). In contrast,
only minimal differences were noted in urine creatinine values
by J 69.33 � 66.17 mg/dL, by E 75.71 � 69.72 mg/dL (p �
0.001), and by E-IDMS 70.65 � 69.80 mg/dL (p � NS). The
bias in serum creatinine was �0.06 � 0.09 by E and �0.22 �
0.08 by E-IDMS compared with J. The regression line had a
slope of 1.05 with an intercept of �0.122 for E, which means
that there is a positive proportional bias of 5% based on the
slope and a constant negative bias of �0.122 determined by
the intercept of the regression line. Similarly, the slope was
1.03 with an intercept of �0.253 for E-IDMS. The bias in
urine creatinine was 5.47 � 8.84 by E and 1.95 � 8.93 by

E-IDMS compared with J. The regression line had a slope of
1.06 with an intercept of 1.311 for E and a slope of 1.04 with
an intercept of �0.813 for E-IDMS.
The scatter-plot and percent bias in random serum creatinine

by E and E-IDMS assays compared with J are shown in Figure
1. When E was compared with J, the percent bias is larger at the
lower serum creatinine values and seems mainly due to negative
intercept, i.e. because of a constant bias. When J method was
compared with E-IDMS, the differences were even larger.
Figure 2 shows the scatter-plot and percent bias in random

urine creatinine by E and E-IDMS assays compared with J. On
the basis of the random serum and urine samples, the theoret-
ical predicted errors in overestimating mCrCl analyzed by J
were 1.10–1.34 by E and 1.20–1.54 by E-IDMS; and in
calculating eGFR 1.07–1.16 by E and 1.30–1.46 by E-IDMS.
To confirm the above-predicted overestimation values de-

rived from random serum and urine samples, we measured
serum and urine creatinine by the three methods in 18 children
who had either formal mCrCl (group A, n � 9) or DTPA-GFR
(group B, n � 9). The measured creatinine clearance (mCrCl)
and estimated GFR by Schwartz formula (eGFR), and the
absolute difference (or bias) and the relative change (error) by
three different assays are shown in Table 1. The observed
overestimation for mCrCl in group A by E assay was 1.13 and
by E-IDMS 1.26. The observed error for eGFR in group B by
E assay was 1.11 and by E-IDMS 1.45. These values were
similar for group A, when the eGFR was calculated using
height and serum creatinine in these children (Table 1). In the
nine children who had DTPA-GFR in group B, the eGFR was
overestimated by 5%, 17%, and 52% by J, E, and E-IDMS
assays, respectively.

DISCUSSION

In 2003, to evaluate the accuracy and precision of serum
creatinine assays, using fresh frozen serum, the CAP con-

Figure 1. The scatter-plot and percent bias in
creatinine analyzed by E (A) and E-IDMS (B)
assays compared with J in 36 random serum
samples. The scatter-plot shows the regression
lines for E and E-IDMS assays compared with
J with their respective regression equation
showing the slope and intercept. The other
panel shows the percent bias for serum creati-
nine for E and E-IDMS compared with J.
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ducted a proficiency testing survey of 5624 laboratories,
which used 50 different instrument-method combinations. The
creatinine results from these laboratories were compared with
IDMS as the reference method. The study found that at a
creatinine concentration of 0.9 mg/dL the surveyed creatinine
methods were biased between �0.06 and 0.31 mg/dL (10).
This could result in a potential error of up to 33% in calcu-
lating GFR. In the same study, the range of SD for a given
instrument was as small as 0.04 to as large as 0.131 at a
creatinine concentration of 0.90 mg/dL, i.e. 5%–15%. The
study concluded that if maximal acceptable total error for
calculated GFR was 15%, and a method had interlaboratory
SD of 0.06, the maximum allowable calibration bias should be
0.034 at a creatinine concentration of 1.0 mg/dL. Applying
this clinical criterion, only 18% of the peer groups met the
performance goal. Thus, there is a push to standardize creat-
inine to IDMS across all clinical laboratories.
GFR is often estimated by predictive equations, developed

by multivariable regression techniques. The commonly used
equations include MDRD equation for adults and Schwartz’s
formula for children (4). For these equations to be useful,
creatinine values should be comparable to the methods, which
were used to create the equations. A number of studies have
shown that the currently used different creatinine assays have
clinically significant differences from lack of standardization
and presence of known interfering substances in serum and

urine (8,11,12). When we measured random urine and serum
samples using three different commercially available assays,
we found the discrepancy with assay methods to be true even
more so for serum creatinine compared with urine. This is
probably because of lower concentration of creatinine in
serum compared with urine (13). The bias observed in urine
creatinine was 1.31 (E) and �0.81 (E-IDMS) compared with
J, which is small given the large range of urine creatinine from
3 to 273 mg/dL. These small differences can be attributed to
other known interfering substances in random urine other than
bilirubin, such as glucose, cephalosporin antibiotics, pyruvate,
ascorbate, etc (1). Furthermore, most analytical methods for
creatinine have higher imprecision at lower values, which may
have contributed to these small differences observed by us in
random urine samples. The lower serum creatinine values
observed by us with E-IDMS assay had a similar negative
intercept as reported by the manufacturer of the E-IDMS assay
(http://www.orthoclinical.com/en-us/Pages/Home.aspx).
We found in our study that as the negative bias increased

from the Jaffe method the overestimation in eGFR increased.
Similar findings have been reported in adult population. In
adult study, eGFR values using MDRD equation and IDMS
method were significantly higher compared with traditional
Jaffe method, especially in individuals with serum creatinine
of �1.75 mg/dL (14). The observed overestimation in eGFR
from IDMS traceable creatinine assays is much less when the

Figure 2. The scatter-plot and percent bias in
creatinine analyzed by E (A) and E-IDMS (B)
assays compared with J in 40 random urine
samples. The scatter-plot shows the regression
lines for E and E-IDMS assays compared with
J with their respective regression equation
showing the slope and intercept. The other
panel shows the percent bias for urine creatinine
for E and E-IDMS compared with J.

Table 1. The mean � SD of measured creatinine clearance (mCrCl) in nine children, and estimated glomerular filtration rate by Schwartz
formula (eGFR) in nine other children who had DTPA-GFR

Jaffe Enzymatic E-IDMS Enzymatic-Jaffe E-IDMS-Jaffe Enzymatic/Jaffe E-IDMS/Jaffe

Group A (n � 9)
mCrCl (mL/min/1.73 m2) 83.8 � 57.9 94.1 � 64.1 102.0 � 60.3 10.3 � 9.1 18.2 � 23.5 1.13 (1.05–1.22) 1.26 (1.09–1.44)
eGFR (mL/min/1.73 m2) 85.4 � 35.6 98.9 � 46.4 127.2 � 66.3 13.5 � 13.7 41.8 � 33.8 1.12 (1.04–1.21) 1.41 (1.29–1.55)

Group B (n � 9)
eGFR (mL/min/1.73 m2) 109.5 � 18.3 123.1 � 27.1 160.8 � 40.6 13.6 � 13.7 51.3 � 25.8 1.11 (1.03–1.20) 1.45 (1.32–1.58)

The absolute difference (or bias) and the relative change (error) as a ratio with its 95% CI by three different assays: Jaffe’s assay, enzymatic assay, and E-IDMS
(enzymatic method traceable to IDMS) assay are shown. The DTPA-GFR for group B was 103.0 � 24.5 mL/min/1.73 m2.
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newer IDMS traceable MDRD equation is used (15). The
original equations to estimate GFR from serum creatinine by
Schwartz’s group were performed on Technicon AutoAna-
lyzer in which the dialysate of 300 �L of plasma or urine are
subjected to the Jaffe creatinine chromogen reaction (5,6).
Although the newer laboratory methods such as E and
E-IDMS may be more accurate and free from interferences
compared with the older Jaffe method, they do introduce a
source of error because of inherent difference between these
methods. Although the results obtained from Jaffe’s method is
not synonymous with “true creatinine clearance,” we have
used this as our standard to compare the three methods as the
original equations were developed using Jaffe’s method. The
differences, or biases, between the methods are generally
higher at the lower serum creatinine values and, thus, contrib-
ute to larger inaccuracy in GFR at lower serum creatinine
values (Fig. 1). In years past, when creatinine was measured
by Jaffe method the serum creatinine was overestimated from
interfering chromogens, which would not effect urinary cre-
atinine measurement. This differential overestimation of se-
rum over urine creatinine would have led to a systematic
underestimation of mCrCl, however by sheer coincidence, in
healthy individuals this error is approximately similar to the
difference between the mCrCl and GFR because of tubular
secretion of creatinine (16). Now that the newer creatinine
assay is free from interference from chromogens, it will lead
to overestimation of mCrCl. Indeed, the observed overestima-
tion for mCrCl in group A by E assay was 1.13 (in agreement
with the theoretical predicted value from random samples of
1.10–1.34) and by E-IDMS 1.26 (predicted value 1.20–1.54).
The observed value for eGFR in group B by E assay was 1.11
(predicted value was 1.07–1.16) and by E-IDMS 1.45 (pre-
dicted value 1.30–1.46). Thus, the E method gave higher
mCrCl (13%) and eGFR (11%) values compared with J
method, and the difference was more marked for using the
E-IDMS for mCrCl (26%) and eGFR (45%).
The National Disease Education Program has made several

recommendations for the improvement and development of
creatinine assays. These recommendations include optimizing
creatinine assays to provide accurate (traceable to IDMS) and
precise measurements (8). The National Institute for Standards
and Technology is in the process of developing a reference
material at concentrations of approximately 0.80 and 4.00
mg/dL to help manufacturers in standardization of creatinine
assays for research and clinical use (8). In the mean time, it is
recommended that laboratories indicate what method they are
using and that clinicians will become familiar with them until
universal standardization is complete. In 2007, the CAP sur-
vey showed �80% and �20% clinical laboratories using
modified Jaffe’s and enzymatic methods, respectively, and of
which �25% of the laboratories have already converted to an
assay using IDMS traceable methods (9). Thus, as the clinical
laboratories continue to implement the recommended
changes, this will have an important impact as how we use
these creatinine values in clinical practice. Until the process
of universal conversion to IDMS traceable method is com-

plete, clinicians have to be aware of the methodology used by
their clinical laboratory. Whereas the use of eGFR based on
Schwartz’s equation is permissible when using the Jaffe method-
ology as overestimation will occur if E and even more so if
E-IDMS are used to analyze creatinine. In our present study, we
provide the proof of concept, and because of the small sample of
our study we do not recommend at this point to use the error
factor we found (Table 1), but rather conduct further studies as
has been performed in adults with MDRD equations.
We conclude that as standardization of measurement for

serum and urine creatinine improve by utilization of the
IDMS, greater deviation from true GFR occurs. Thus, new
normative data for both mCrCl and even more so for eGFR
will have to be developed, as continued use of old normative
data may result in error in clinical care. In the transition time
until the IDMS methodology becomes universal, clinicians
should be well aware of the method used by their laboratory.
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